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In this paper, we present a method for performing uniformly high-order direct numerical 
simulations of high-speed flows over arbitrary geometries. The method was developed with 
the goal of simulating and studying the effects of complex isolated roughness elements on 
the stability of hypersonic boundary layers. The simulations are carried out on Cartesian 
grids with the geometries imposed by a third-order cut-stencil method. A fifth-order 
hybrid weighted essentially non-oscillatory scheme was implemented to capture any steep 
gradients in the flow created by the geometries and a third-order Runge–Kutta method is 
used for time advancement. A multi-zone refinement method was also utilized to provide 
extra resolution at locations with expected complex physics. The combination results in 
a globally fourth-order scheme in space and third order in time. Results confirming the 
method’s high order of convergence are shown. Two-dimensional and three-dimensional 
test cases are presented and show good agreement with previous results. A simulation of 
Mach 3 flow over the logo of the Ubuntu Linux distribution is shown to demonstrate the 
method’s capabilities for handling complex geometries. Results for Mach 6 wall-bounded 
flow over a three-dimensional cylindrical roughness element are also presented. The results 
demonstrate that the method is a promising tool for the study of hypersonic roughness-
induced transition.

© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The ability to accurately predict the location of laminar to turbulent transition in boundary layers is of great importance 
to the design of hypersonic vehicles [1]. In spite of its importance, the mechanisms leading to the transition of hypersonic 
boundary layers are still poorly understood. Predicting the location of transition is further complicated by the presence 
of surface roughness. Although a great deal of research has been done to study the effects of roughness on hypersonic 
transition, most of the data was for correlations to be used in the design of hypersonic vehicles. Very little is actually 
known about the exact physics behind hypersonic boundary-layer transition with roughness elements. The goal of this work 
was to develop a set of numerical tools for studying the effects of roughness elements on the transition of hypersonic 
boundary-layer flow. There are two major difficulties when simulating high-speed flow over roughness elements: imposing 
the roughness geometry and resolving the large variety of length scales present in the problem. The methods presented in 
this paper seek to address these difficulties.
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1.1. Cartesian grid methods

The conventional approach to imposing geometries in direct numerical simulations (DNS) is to use a body-fitted grid [2]. 
In body-fitted grids, at least one of the edges of the computational domain will conform to the geometry. This makes the 
application of boundary conditions relatively simple. However, the generation of a body-fitted grid for complex geometries 
can be a very difficult and time-consuming process. As an alternative to body-fitted grids, an assortment of Cartesian grid 
methods have been developed [2]. The commonality between all the methods is that they can impose complex geometries 
on simple Cartesian grids. Most Cartesian grid methods fall into one of two categories: immersed boundary methods or 
sharp-interface methods.

The immersed boundary method was originally developed by Peskin [3,4]. Peskin used the immersed boundary method 
to study blood flow in a beating heart. The blood flow was simulated on a Cartesian grid while the elastic walls were 
discretized on a Lagrangian grid. The effect of the elastic wall was imposed on the fluid through a source term added to the 
equations governing the fluid flow. The source term would have an approximate Dirac δ function associated with it, which 
limits its area of influence to just near the walls. The use of a forcing term added to the governing equations is the defining 
characteristic of immersed boundary methods.

Goldstein et al. [5] extended the immersed boundary method for flows with immersed rigid walls. Goldstein et al. de-
signed the forcing term to have a magnitude and direction opposing the local flow. This would drive the fluid to zero 
velocity at the immersed boundary. This method, and others like it, are usually referred to as continuous forcing methods. 
Mohd-Yusof [6] derived an alternative to this called the discrete forcing method. Mohd-Yusof changed the forcing term so 
that it would impose zero velocity at the boundary for all time.

The primary advantage of the immersed boundary method is the ease of its implementation. Since the body is imposed 
through a source term, the method can be easily incorporated into an existing code without having to alter the underlining 
solver. The numerical method used in the solver is simply applied everywhere, including inside any immersed bodies and 
across their surfaces. This has led to the immersed boundary method being used to simulate a large variety of problems such 
as modeling the cochlea [7], flow over an idealized road vehicle [8], and studying the dynamics of vesicles [9]. Although used 
successfully for many problems, the immersed boundary method has its disadvantages. Most applications of the immersed 
boundary method have been at low to moderate Reynolds numbers. At high Reynolds numbers, the spreading effect of the 
approximate δ function has a more detrimental effect on the flow since the local solution has greater importance [2]. In 
addition, the method is only locally first order, which may not have the required accuracy for some applications such as the 
numerical simulation of hypersonic boundary-layer transition.

While the immersed boundary method uses a forcing term added to the governing equation, sharp-interface methods 
usually alter the discretization of the governing equation near the body. The alteration allows boundary conditions to be 
applied just at the edge of the body. The methods generate precise locations for the body instead of smearing the interface 
as the immersed boundary method does. The two most common sharp-interface approaches are ghost fluid methods and 
cut-cell methods.

The ghost fluid method was developed by Fedkiw et al. [10,11]. The method begins by creating a layer of ghost fluid 
inside the immersed body. The values at the ghost points are extrapolated from the real fluid points in such a way that the 
boundary conditions are imposed at the interface exactly. Similar to the immersed boundary method, the interior discretiza-
tion scheme is used across the body boundary, but now the values on the inside of the body are imposed by the method 
instead of advanced in time by the governing equations.

The primary motivation of the cut-cell method was to ensure global and local conservation of mass and momentum. To 
achieve this, the original formulation of the cut-cell method was made in a finite-volume discretization. Any cell that the 
edge of the body intersects is divided along the edge. The portion of the cells that are inside the body are discarded. If the 
center of the original cell is outside the body, then the remaining portion of the cell is used as the new cell. If the center 
is inside the body, then the remaining portion is merged into a neighboring cell. Unlike the previously mentioned methods, 
no values from inside the immersed body are ever used in the calculations. The cut-cell method was originally developed 
by Clarke et al. [12] for inviscid flow. Udaykumar et al. [13–15] and Ye et al. [16] extended the method to viscous flow.

Compared to the immersed boundary methods, sharp-interface methods tend to be more complex to implement. Sharp-
interface methods are also victim to the “small cell problem” [17]. The small cell problem occurs when a grid cell becomes 
much smaller than its neighbors due to it being near the body’s edge. For time dependent problems, this can severally limit 
the size of the permitted time step. Most sharp-interface methods have addressed this issue and provide a solution. The 
added complexity for sharp-interface methods is usually out weighted by the ability to precisely enforce the location of the 
immersed body’s edge. This can be seen in the wide variety of problems the methods have been applied to such as shallow 
water flows [18], flapping flight [19], and magnetohydrodynamic flows [20].

1.2. Adaptive mesh refinement

Simulations of flow over roughness elements tend to involve a wide range of length scales. This is especially true for 
high-speed flows over roughness elements that have a height comparable to the boundary-layer thickness. When the flow 
encounters the roughness element, a new boundary layer is created along the roughness element. The thickness of this 
newly formed boundary layer can be more than an order of magnitude smaller than the thickness of the incoming boundary 
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layer. In addition, the streamwise length of the domain can be an order of magnitude larger than the incoming boundary-
layer thickness. Problems such as this can benefit greatly from the adaptive mesh refinement method.

The adaptive mesh refinement method was originally developed by Berger et al. [21–23]. The method begins by covering 
the entire computational domain with a coarse grid. Then smaller refinement grids are added at locations where extra 
resolution is required. Refinement grids can be recursively nested until the desired level of accuracy is obtained. In addition 
to the increase in spatial resolution, the refinement grids are also refined in time. This is necessary to maintain the stability 
of explicit schemes. As the solution advances in time, the location of the refinement grids can move with the complex 
physics. Refinement grids can also be removed if no longer needed or added if more resolution is required. Berger et al. used 
Richardson extrapolation to select locations were extra refinement was needed. The method has also been paired with 
various Cartesian grid methods [24–27].

1.3. Current study

In our work, we develop a method capable of performing uniformly high-order numerical simulations of high-speed 
flows over complex geometries. The primary goal of the method is to simulate hypersonic boundary-layer flow over arbi-
trary roughness geometries. The new method is subsequently applied to the unsteady compressible Navier–Stokes equations 
for a calorically perfect gas. The inviscid terms are computed with a fifth-order hybrid weighted essentially non-oscillatory 
scheme and a third-order Runge–Kutta scheme is used for time advancement. A third-order cut-stencil method based on 
the work of Duan et al. [28] is utilized to impose geometries. It was found that the original implementation by Duan et al. 
could be numerically unstable for roughness elements with a height approximately equal to or greater the boundary-layer 
thickness. To address this instability, a different treatment of the wall pressure and temperature boundary conditions is de-
veloped in this work. In addition, the method is reformulated in conservative form, which permits it to be easily integrated 
with the interior scheme. A multi-zone refinement method is also used to precisely control grid resolution. The multi-zone 
refinement method is based on the high-order adaptive mesh refinement method of Shen et al. [29]. In the current imple-
mentation, the refinement zones are stationary in time instead of adaptive as in Shen et al. The combination of the interior 
scheme, the cut-stencil method, and the multi-zone refinement method results in a solver that is globally fourth order in 
space and third order in time, which is capable of simulating high-speed flows over complex geometries.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present the numerical methodology. This begins 
with a description of the governing equations and the numerical method used for the interior of the computational domain. 
Then the cut-stencil method is described and an overview of the multi-zone method is provided after that. Section 3
provides results confirming the order of convergence for the numerical methods. In Section 4, a comparison of the cut-stencil 
method and the immersed boundary method is presented. Section 5 contains the results for various validation and test 
cases. The conclusions of our work are presented in Section 6.

2. Methodology

The governing equations are the three-dimensional unsteady compressible Navier–Stokes equations for a calorically per-
fect gas with density ρ , pressure p, temperature T , total energy per unit mass E , and velocity (u1, u2, u3) = (u, v, w). The 
gas used in all the simulations is air so the gas constant, R , has a value of 287.04 m2/s2 K, the ratio of the specific heats, γ , 
is 1.4, and the Prandtl number, Pr, is 0.72. The fluid viscosity, μ, is computed using Sutherland’s law.

The flow fields are obtained through direct numerical simulation of the governing equations. Before solving, the gov-
erning equations are transformed from the physical (x, y, z) space to (ξ, η, ζ ) = (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) computational space. The grid 
in the computational space is uniformly spaced in ξ , η, and ζ with each varying from 0 to 1. Even though the cut-stencil 
method allows simulations to be performed on Cartesian grids, the equations are still transformed into computational space 
to facilitate the use of grid point clustering. After the transformation, the governing equations become

∂U

∂t
+ ∂F j

∂ξ j
= ∂Fv, j

∂ξ j
, j = 1,2,3 (1)

where U is a vector of the conservative variables, [ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, E]T / J . J is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix. F j
and Fv, j are the vectors of the inviscid and viscous fluxes, respectively, in the jth direction of the computational space. The 
high-order solver being presented here is comprised of three components: the Navier–Stokes solver, the cut-stencil method, 
and the multi-zone refinement method. Each component will be covered separately, starting with the Navier–Stokes solver.

2.1. Navier–Stokes solver

Most of the problems considered in this work involve supersonic flow over objects so a Navier–Stokes solver with 
shock-capturing capabilities was required. This motivated the selection of a fifth-order finite-difference hybrid scheme that 
combines a weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO) scheme with a low-dissipation scheme for the inviscid terms in 
the governing equations. The selection of the interior scheme does not have a large impact on the cut-stencil method or the 
multi-zone refinement method, which permits other schemes to be used instead provided they are at least globally fourth 
order.
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The hybrid scheme begins by spiting the inviscid terms using local Lax–Friedrichs flux splitting for upwinding.

F j = F+
j + F−

j (2)

The derivatives are computed in conservative form. As an example, the derivative of the inviscid flux in the ξ direction with 
respect to ξ at the point ξi is computed as

∂Fξ

∂ξ
(ξi) = F̂+

ξ (ξi+1/2) − F̂+
ξ (ξi−1/2)

	ξ
+ F̂−

ξ (ξi+1/2) − F̂−
ξ (ξi−1/2)

	ξ
. (3)

F̂±
ξ (ξi+1/2) is an approximation to the numerical flux function (see Jiang and Shu [30] for definition) at the interface ξi+1/2. 

F̂±
ξ (ξi+1/2) is a linear combination of a fifth-order WENO scheme (F̂±WENO) and a fifth-order low-dissipation scheme (F̂±LD).

F̂±
ξ (ξi+1/2) = (1 − σi+1/2) F̂±WENO

ξ (ξi+1/2) + σi+1/2 F̂±LD
ξ (ξi+1/2) (4)

where σi+1/2 is the hybrid switch and is based on the work of Ren et al. [31]. The switch used by Ren et al. was computed 
from the grid point fluxes and each component of the flux had a different switch value. In the current work, a single value 
for the switch is used for all the components of the flux and its value is computed from density. In addition, the number of 
points used to compute the switch was increased to accommodate the larger stencils of the schemes used here. The switch 
is computed as

σi+1/2 =
{

0 if ri+1/2 < rc

1 otherwise
(5)

where ri+1/2 is the smoothness indicator and rc is a smoothness cutoff. In this work, rc was set to 0.8. The smoothness 
indicator is

ri+1/2 = min (ri−1, ri, ri+1, ri+2) (6)

where

ri =
∣∣2	ρi+1/2	ρi−1/2

∣∣ + εr(
	ρi+1/2

)2 + (
	ρi−1/2

)2 + εr

, (7)

and 	ρi+1/2 = ρi+1 − ρi . εr is a small number used to prevent the denominator from going to zero. The value used is

εr = 0.9 rc

1 − 0.9 rc
ν2 ρ2

ref (8)

where ρref is the reference density for the problem and ν is 10−3.
The WENO flux is computed using the mapped WENO scheme of Hendrick et al. [32]. The low-dissipation flux is 

computed using a conservative version of the fifth-order scheme of Zhong [33]. The low-dissipation flux for the positive 
eigenvalue fluxes is computed as

F̂+LD
ξ (ξi+1/2) =

3∑
j=−2

a jF
+
ξ (ξi+ j) (9)

where the constants a j are given in Table 1. The constants for the negative eigenvalue fluxes can be found from symmetry. 
The α in the constants controls the scheme’s dissipation and stability, and is equivalent to the α from Zhong [33]. In this 
work, α was set to −6. All the derivatives in the viscous terms are computed using a sixth-order central finite difference. 
The governing equations were advanced in time by a third-order TVD Runge–Kutta scheme [30].

2.2. Cut-stencil method

The cut-stencil1 method used in this work is based on the method of Duan et al. [28]. Duan et al. developed a globally 
fourth-order method for simulating flows with non-body-conforming grids. The main idea behind the cut-stencil method 
of Duan et al. is to switch to a non-uniform one-sided finite-difference stencil whenever the normally used stencil will 

1 In Duan et al., this method is referred to as the cut-cell method. This can be a source of confusion since the name cut-cell is usually associated with 
the finite-volume cut-cell method. In the finite-volume approach, the cells of the grid are cut along the immersed surface. Duan et al. applied a similar 
idea in a finite-difference formulation. Instead of cutting cells, Duan et al. cut the finite-difference stencils along the immersed surface and place a grid 
point on the surface. To help distinguish the two different methods, we refer to the finite-difference formulation as the cut-stencil method.
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Table 1
Low-dissipation scheme constants for pos-
itive eigenvalue numerical flux function.

j a j

−2 1 − 1
12 α

−1 −8 + 5
12 α

0 37 − 5
6 α

1 37 + 5
6 α

2 −8 − 5
12 α

3 1 + 1
12 α

Fig. 1. Point classification for sample ξ grid line. Immersed boundary ; Regular point ; Irregular point ; Boundary point ; Dropped point ; Dropped 
point in ξ direction only .

cross the immersed boundary. The current implementation has a number of differences compared to the original method of 
Duan et al. The calculation of the wall pressure and the treatment of the adiabatic boundary condition has been changed. 
The changes were needed to address some numerical instabilities seen in simulations of roughness elements with a height 
approximately equal to the boundary-layer thickness. The method for computing the shear stress along the wall and at a 
grid point very close to the wall has also been changed. In addition, the method was reformulated into conservative form 
so that it can be easily combined with the interior conservative scheme. A summary of the method will be presented here 
with the differences between the current implementation and the original implementation of Duan et al. pointed out.

2.2.1. Point classification
The cut-stencil method begins by classifying all the grid points as either a regular point, an irregular point, a dropped 

point, or a boundary point. Fig. 1 shows the classification for a sample ξ grid line. The immersed boundary intersects the 
grid line at the point ξ1. The solid is assumed to be to the left of ξ1 and the fluid to the right. The point ξ1 is classified 
as a boundary point. Boundary points are created anywhere the immersed surface crosses a grid line. Boundary points are 
not part of the original Cartesian grid. All the points to the left of ξ1 are classified as dropped points. Dropped points are 
usually points within the immersed surface and should not be used in any of the calculations. The first point to the right 
of ξ1 is classified as dropped in the ξ direction only. Although this point is in the fluid, the point is treated as a dropped 
point while performing computations in the ξ direction. The point was dropped because it was deemed too close to the 
boundary point and its inclusion would severally limit the time step size. The criteria for determining when a point is too 
close is based on a specified parameter � and will be explained later. ξ2, ξ3, and ξ4 are all classified as irregular points. 
Irregular points are any points whose finite-difference stencil would normally include a dropped point. The points ξ5 to ξ8
are regular points. Regular points are any points whose finite-difference stencil does not include any dropped points. When 
applying the method to two-dimensional and three-dimensional problems, a grid point may have a different classification 
in each of the computational directions. Fig. 2 shows the point classification for a sample two-dimensional domain. The 
treatment for regular, irregular, boundary, and dropped points will be covered one at time.

2.2.2. Dropped points
There are two different types of dropped points. The first type is when a point is dropped in all directions of the 

computational domain. Is this case, the point is never used in the calculations and therefore no special treatment is needed. 
All the points inside the immersed surface are of this type. The second type is when a point is dropped in at least one 
computational direction but not all of them. If the value of σ along a grid line is less than the specified value �, then 
the grid point is dropped in the direction of that grid line. Duan et al. recommend a value of 1.0 for � in all directions of 
the computational domain. For the problems under consideration here, it was found that a value of 1.0 for � would cause 
numerical instabilities to form. In this work, separate �’s were used in each direction. For all the two-dimensional problems 
done in this work, � for the x direction was set 0.25 and � for the y direction was set to 0.75. For three-dimensional 
problems, the same values were used in the x and y directions and the � in the z direction was set to 0.25. These values 
were found to maintain numerical stability while not limiting the time step too severely.

For the second type of dropped point, the point will not be used in stencils in the dropped direction(s) but can be used 
in the remaining direction(s). Due to this, the values at these points must be computed but they cannot be advanced in 
time like points that are regular or irregular in all the directions of the domain. Duan et al. interpolated the conservative 
flow variables at these points using a fourth-order interpolation along the grid line in one of the dropped directions. The 
interpolation stencil always includes the boundary point adjacent to the dropped point. In this work, the conservative flow 
variables at these points are computed using a second-degree least-squares polynomial in x, y, and z of the form
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Fig. 2. Point classification for sample two-dimensional computational space. Immersed boundary ; Regular point ; Irregular point ; Boundary point ; 
Dropped point in both directions ; Dropped point in specified direction only .

U(x, y, z) = c1 + c2	x + c3	y + c4	z + c5	x	y + c6	x	z + c7	y	z + c8	x2 + c9	y2 + c10	z2 (10)

where

	x = x − xd, 	y = y − yd, 	z = z − zd, (11)

and xd , yd , and zd are the x, y, and z values of the dropped point. For three-dimensional simulations, the constants are 
computed from the 35 closest points by index to the dropped point. For two-dimensional flows, the terms with 	z were 
removed and only the closest 10 points are used. The number of points needed for the least squares are problem and 
grid dependent. We found these values maintained numerical stability for all the problems we considered. The points can 
include regular, irregular, and boundary points. Other dropped points cannot be included in the points. Including them in the 
interpolation will cause the flow variables at one dropped point to be related to the flow variables at all the other dropped 
points resulting in a large implicit system. By not including the other dropped points, the flow variables at each point 
may be computed individually. In order to obtain a globally fourth-order method, a third-degree least-squares polynomial is 
actually needed. The order of convergence calculation done in this work used a third-degree polynomial. The second-degree 
polynomial was used in the remaining simulations as a method of decreasing the runtime.

In addition to computing the flow variables at points dropped in one or more directions, the shear stresses and heat 
fluxes must also be computed at these points. Duan et al. omitted how they compute the shear stresses and heat fluxes 
at these points. In this work, they are computed using a second-degree least-squares polynomial and the same set of grid 
points as the conservative flow variables.

2.2.3. Irregular points
Irregular points are any points whose normal finite-difference stencil includes dropped points. Since dropped points 

should not be used in the calculations, the finite-difference stencil for irregular points must be changed. For the irregular 
points ξ2, ξ3, and ξ4 from Fig. 1, Duan et al. change the stencil for the inviscid terms to a third-order or fourth-order 
one-sided non-uniform upwind finite-difference stencil. The stencils can include the boundary point at ξ1. The inclusion of 
the boundary point is what makes the stencil non-uniform since the spacing between the boundary point and ξ2 is σ	ξ

instead of just 	ξ . In this work, the derivatives are first cast in conservative form and then the numerical flux function is 
interpolated using a non-uniform stencil. The derivative of the inviscid flux in the ξ direction with respect to ξ is computed 
as

∂Fξ

∂ξ
(ξi) = F̂+

ξ (ξi+1/2) − F̂+
ξ (ξi−1/2)

	ξ
+ F̂−

ξ (ξi+1/2) − F̂−
ξ (ξi−1/2)

	ξ
. (12)

F̂±
ξ (ξi+1/2) is an approximation to the numerical flux function at the interface ξi+1/2. The numerical flux function at the half 

grid points is computed as

F̂±
ξ (ξi+1/2) =

5∑
a±

i, j F±
ξ (ξ j) (13)
j=1
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Table 2
One-sided non-uniform interpolation constants for inviscid terms at irregular points.

a+
i,1 a+

i,2 a+
i,3 a+

i,4 a+
i,5

i = 1 3
2σ (σ+1)(σ+2)

22σ−9
12σ

2−7σ
6(σ+1)

4σ−1
12(σ+2)

0

i = 2 −1
2σ (σ+1)(σ+2)

4σ+3
12σ

5σ+2
6(σ+1)

−(2σ+1)
12(σ+2)

0

i = 3 1
2σ (σ+1)(σ+2)

−(2σ+3)
12σ

5σ+8
6(σ+1)

4σ+5
12(σ+2)

0

a−
i,1 a−

i,2 a−
i,3 a−

i,4 a−
i,5

i = 1 0 25
12 − 23

12
13
12 − 3

12

i = 2 0 3
12

13
12 − 5

12
1

12

Table 3
One-sided non-uniform finite-difference constants for viscous terms at irregular and boundary points.

i ai,1 ai,2 ai,3 ai,4 ai,5 ai,6

1 −2(2σ+3)(σ 2+3σ+1)
σ (σ+1)(σ+2)(σ+3)

(σ+1)(σ+2)(σ+3)
6σ

−σ (σ+2)(σ+3)
2(σ+1)

σ (σ+1)(σ+3)
2(σ+2)

−σ (σ+1)(σ+2)
6(σ+3)

0

2 −6
σ (σ+1)(σ+2)(σ+3)

6−11σ
6σ

3σ
(σ+1)

−3σ
2(σ+2)

σ
3(σ+3)

0

3 2
σ (σ+1)(σ+2)(σ+3)

−2(σ+1)
6σ

1−σ
2(σ+1)

σ+1
(σ+2)

−(σ+1)
6(σ+3)

0

4 0 5
60 − 40

60 0 40
60 − 5

60

where the constants are given in Table 2. F±
ξ (ξ j) is the grid point fluxes after applying local Lax–Friedrichs flux splitting. 

The numerical flux function at ξ1+1/2 is not computed at the half way point between ξ1 and ξ2. To maintain the high order 
of convergence, the spacing between the locations where the numerical flux function is calculated must be equal to 	ξ . 
Therefore, F̂±

ξ (ξ1+1/2) is evaluated at ξ2 − 	ξ/2 instead of ξ2 − σ	ξ/2. F̂+
ξ (ξ4+1/2) and F̂−

ξ (ξ4+1/2) are computed using the 
interior hybrid scheme since there are sufficient uniform points to form the hybrid stencil. F̂−

ξ (ξ3+1/2) is computed using 
just WENO since there are enough uniform grid points for the WENO stencil but not enough for the hybrid stencil.

To compute the viscous terms, Duan et al. use a fourth-order one-sided non-uniform finite-difference stencil at ξ2 and 
ξ3 and a fifth-order one-sided non-uniform finite-difference stencil at ξ4. In this work, the same stencil is used for ξ2 and 
ξ3 but a uniform fourth-order central finite-difference stencil is used at point ξ4. The derivative of the viscous flux in the ξ
direction with respect to ξ at all three points can be expressed as

∂Fv,ξ

∂ξ
(ξi) = 1

	ξ

6∑
j=1

ai, j Fv,ξ (ξ j) (14)

where the constants are given in Table 3. The table also includes the constants for computing the derivative at the boundary 
point ξ1. These values will be used in the next section.

2.2.4. Boundary points
Boundary points are created anywhere a grid line crosses the immersed surface. The boundary conditions for the flow 

will be imposed at the boundary points. Since the immersed surface is always treated as a wall in this work and the flow 
is viscous, the no-slip boundary condition is imposed there. The temperature at the wall will depend on the temperature 
boundary condition for the problem and will be either isothermal or adiabatic in this work. The pressure at the boundary 
points will be extrapolated from the flow.

In Duan et al., a fourth-order extrapolation in the direction of the grid line that created the boundary point is used 
to compute the wall pressure. For adiabatic walls, only the temperature gradient in the direction of the grid line that 
created the boundary point is set to zero. In the current work, it was found that this method works for shorter roughness 
elements but can cause numerical instabilities for taller roughness elements. Taller roughness elements tend to generate 
steep gradients in the pressure near the roughness element. If two boundary points that were created by different grid 
lines were located next to each other, interpolating along the grid lines could result in very different wall pressure values 
at the two points. To rectify this, a least-squares polynomial was used instead. This allows values at boundary points to be 
computed from all near by grid points and the values would not depend on the direction of the grid line which created the 
boundary point.

The pressure at boundary points is computed using a second-degree least-squares polynomial in x, y, and z of the form

p(x, y, z) = c1 + c2	x + c3	y + c4	z + c5	x	y + c6	x	z + c7	y	z + c8	x2 + c9	y2 + c10	z2 (15)
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Fig. 3. Points used to compute a derivative in the η direction for a ξ boundary point. Point classification for the ξ direction shown. Immersed bound-
ary ; Regular point ; Irregular point ; Boundary point ; Dropped point in both directions ; Dropped point in ξ direction only ; Boundary point 
where derivative is being computed ; Interpolated point for finite-difference stencil ; Stencil used to interpolate points for finite-difference stencil ; 
Finite-difference stencil used to compute derivative .

where

	x = x − xb, 	y = y − yb, 	z = z − zb, (16)

and xb , yb , and zb are the x, y, and z values of the boundary point. For three-dimensional simulations, the constants are 
computed using 25 regular or irregular points near the boundary point. For two-dimensional simulations, the terms with 
a 	z are removed and only 15 points are used. Similarly to the drop point least squares, these values are problem and 
grid dependent. The first three points along the grid line that created the boundary point should be included in the set 
of points. Including these points reduces the likelihood of obtaining a singular matrix when computing the constants. The 
remaining points are simply the closest points by index to the boundary point. Other boundary points cannot be included. 
Including them would result in a large implicit system. In addition, points dropped in any direction cannot be included. The 
least-squares polynomial used for points dropped in one or two directions includes boundary points and therefore must be 
updated after the boundary points. As with the drop point least-squares polynomial, a third-degree polynomial was used 
during the order of convergence calculations and the above second-degree polynomial for the remaining simulations.

A similar method is used to enforce the adiabatic boundary condition. A second-degree polynomial for the temperature 
is created using the same points as the pressure polynomial. The polynomial is evaluated at four evenly spaced points in 
the wall normal direction. These values are then used along with a uniform one-sided fourth-order finite-difference stencil 
to enforce a zero temperature gradient at the wall.

In addition to imposing the boundary conditions on the flow variables, the shear stresses must be computed at the 
boundary points. To compute the shear stresses, derivatives are required in all the directions of the computational domain. 
To compute the required derivatives in the direction of the grid line that created the boundary point, Duan et al. use a 
fourth-order non-uniform finite-difference stencil. The same stencil is used in this work and is evaluated using Equation (14)
with the constants coming from Table 3. However, Duan et al. overlooked to explain how they compute the derivatives 
in the other directions of the computational domain. In this work, these derivatives are computed using a combination 
of interpolation and a uniform one-sided finite-difference stencil. Fig. 3 shows how the derivative in the η direction is 
computed for a boundary point defined by a ξ grid line in a two-dimensional domain. Four points above the boundary 
point are first computed by interpolating values in the ξ direction. The interpolation stencils should not include any points 
dropped in the direction of the grid line that the boundary point lies on (e.g. the ξ grid line in Fig. 3). The interpolation 
stencil may include boundary points. These interpolated values are then used in a uniform one-side finite-difference stencil 
to compute the derivative.

2.3. Multi-zone refinement

The multi-zone refinement method utilizes overlapping grids to precisely control grid resolution. Since the numerical 
schemes being used in this work are high order, it is important that the refinement method maintain the spatial and 
temporal accuracy of the schemes. The method used in this work comes from Shen et al. [29]. Shen et al. developed a 
high-order finite-difference WENO version of the adaptive mesh refinement method. Since their method was adaptive, the 
refinement zones would move with the flow physics. In our work, the locations needing increased resolution are fixed in 
time. Therefore, a stationary refinement grid version was used in this work. An overview of the method will be provided 
here. The details can be found in Shen et al. [29].
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Fig. 4. Multi-zone refinement grid generation and point classification. Coarse grid point ; coarse grid ghost point ; refinement grid point ; refinement 
grid ghost point .

Fig. 4 depicts the process for generating a one-dimensional domain with a single refinement zone. The method begins 
by placing a single coarse grid over the entire flow field. Fig. 4a shows the coarse grid at the tn and tn+1 time steps. 
Next smaller grids with increased resolution are placed on top of the coarse grid at locations where complex physics are 
expected. Fig. 4b shows a refinement grid with a factor of three increase in resolution placed over the coarse grid. Shen et 
al. recommend setting the refinement ratio to an odd value as this will allow the coarse grid points and coarse grid flux 
locations to have a corresponding value on the refinement grid. Six ghost points are attached to the edge of the refinement 
grid. The flow variables at the ghost points are computed from the coarse grid using fifth-order interpolation. In Shen 
et al., WENO interpolation was used. In our work, simple fifth-order interpolation was found to be sufficient. Most of the 
coarse grid points that are overlapped by refinement grid points become coarse grid ghost points. The flow variables at 
these points are simply set equal to the corresponding refinement grid point values. The exception to this is the first two 
overlapped coarse points. These two points are allowed to advance in time with the rest of the coarse grid points. This is 
needed to keep the interpolation used at the refinement grid ghost points numerically stable. As noted by Shen et al., the 
simple interpolation and point value replacement procedure used in this method does not guarantee conservation. Shen at 
al. demonstrated that the conservation errors are very small for smooth solutions. Since our refinement zones are stationary, 
we cannot guarantee that the solution will be smooth across the refinement boundaries. We attempt to mitigate the error 
by judiciously placing the refinement zones so that the shock has been significantly weakened before crossing a refinement 
boundary.
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Fig. 5. Sample grid for circular Couette flow with 50 × 50 points. Points inside the cylinders are not shown.

In addition to the spatial refinement, the temporal resolution of the refinement grid is also increased by the same 
factor. Fig. 4c shows the additional time steps taken by the refinement grid. The flow variables at the refinement grid ghost 
points for the additional time steps are computed from the ghost points at steps tn and tn+1 using fourth-order Hermite 
interpolation. This requires that the coarse grid be advanced in time before advancing the refinement grid since coarse grid 
values at tn and tn+1 are required to compute the refinement grid ghost points.

For all the problems considered in this work, the solid interfaces are contained completely within the finest refinement 
zone. This was done to ease the implementation of the cut-stencil and mesh refinement methods. Aside from the increased 
coding effort, the authors know of no reason the solid interface cannot cross the refinement boundary.

3. Order of convergence

The order of convergence was computed to ensure that the target high-order of convergence was achieved. Two test 
cases were used to find the order of convergence. The simulations tested the cut-stencil and mesh refinement methods 
individually.

3.1. Cut-stencil method

The order of convergence for the cut-stencil portion of the code was tested using circular Couette flow. The problem 
consists of two concentric cylinders with a viscous fluid between them. For the test case, the gap between the cylinders 
is twice the inner cylinder radius (R). The inner cylinder rotated with a Mach number of one while the outer cylinder 
was stationary. Both walls were isothermal. The inner cylinder was set to a temperature of 300 K and the outer cylinder 
was set to 400 K. The Reynolds number based on the inner cylinder radius was 500. Since the steady-state solution for 
this problem is only dependent on the pressure gradient, the pressure may fluctuate significantly during the simulation. To 
prevent this, the pressure at the inner wall was set to 200 Pa. The simulation was performed assuming a constant viscosity. 
This permitted the comparison to an analytical exact solution.

The simulation was performed on a uniform Cartesian grid measuring 6.5R × 6.5R . Both cylinders were imposed by 
the cut-stencil method. Fig. 5 shows a sample grid using 50 × 50 grid points. The simulation was carried out on four grids: 
100 ×100, 200 ×200, 400 ×400, and 800 ×800. Fig. 6 shows the Mach contours for the solution computed on the 200 ×200
grid. Despite being simulated on a Cartesian grid, the contours are circular as the exact solution predicts. Fig. 7 shows the 
pressure, temperature, and Mach number profiles on the 200 × 200 grid. All the profiles match the exact solution.

Fig. 8 shows the L2, L1, and L∞ errors for the conservative variables from each of the grid resolutions. The number 
next to each line segment is the slope of that segment, which is equal to the order of convergence. In some of the plots, 
the L2 error is not visible because it is approximately equal to the L1 error for that variable. The cut-stencil method uses 
third-order differencing near the immersed surface. When combined with the fifth-order interior scheme, the expected 
global order of convergence is four. The L2 and L1 errors show that the order of convergence is near the desired value of 
four. The L∞ error is showing a value of three since it is being computed from the maximum error, which is located at the 
third-order stencils used in the cut-stencil method.
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Fig. 6. Mach contour for circular Couette flow. Solution computed on 200 × 200 grid. 21 evenly spaced levels from 0.0 to 1.0.

3.2. Multi-zone refinement method

The order of convergence for the multi-zone refinement portion of the code was tested by simulating the propagation of 
a low-amplitude density wave. The wave was sinusoidal in shape with an amplitude of 10% of the mean density. The wave 
propagates at an angle of approximately 26◦ with the x axis. The viscous terms were turned off for this simulation.

Fig. 9 shows the density contour for the simulation. The figure also shows the locations of the first and second refinement 
zones. The first zone increases the resolution by a factor of three compared to the coarse grid and the second increases the 
resolution by another factor of three. Periodic boundary conditions are used along the coarse grid edges.

The simulation was performed on a uniform Cartesian grid. In order to compute the spatial and temporal order of 
convergence, two sets of simulations were performed. In the first, the CFL number was fixed at 0.1 while the number of 
grid points was changed. Four simulations were carried out with the coarse grid having 100 × 50, 200 × 100, 400 × 200, and 
800 × 400 points. The results from this set of simulations were used to compute the spatial order of convergence. Fig. 10
shows the L2, L1, and L∞ errors for density from each of the grid resolutions. The error computed on the coarse grid and 
each refinement zone are shown separately. Since the cut-stencil method is not used in this case and the domain is periodic, 
the optimal order of the interior scheme should be obtained. Since a fifth-order hybrid scheme is being used, the expected 
order of convergence is five. As all the errors show, the desired value of five is obtained.

In the second set of simulations, the grid was kept constant while the CFL number was changed. Four simulations were 
performed with a CFL number of 0.9, 0.81, 0.729, and 0.6561. The results from this set of simulations were used to compute 
the temporal order of convergence. Fig. 11 shows the L2, L1, and L∞ errors for density from each of the CFL values. The 
error computed on the coarse grid and each refinement zone are shown separately. Since a third-order Runge–Kutta scheme 
is used to advance the simulation in time and the multi-zone refinement uses a fourth-order Hermite interpolation in time, 
the expected temporal order of convergence is three. All three errors show the expected order of convergence.

4. Cut-stencil and immersed boundary method comparison

To help evaluate the performance of the cut-stencil method, an immersed boundary method was also implemented for 
comparison. The immersed boundary method used here comes from Marxen and Iaccarino [34] and von Terzi et al. [35]. 
This version of the immersed boundary method was selected because Marxen and Iaccarino have demonstrated that the 
method works for supersonic flow over isolated roughness elements. A two-dimensional test case was used to evaluate and 
compare the cut-stencil method and the immersed boundary method. The test case is Mach 4.8 boundary-layer flow over 
an isolated roughness element constructed from hyperbolic tangents. This simulation was also performed by Marxen and 
Iaccarino. The use of a smooth roughness geometry allows this simulation to also be performed on a body-fitted grid. The 
results from the body-fitted grid matched very well with results from Marxen and Iaccarino and is assumed to be correct. 
The body-fitted results are used as a basis for comparison for the cut-stencil and immersed boundary methods.

A diagram of the test case is shown in Fig. 12 where flow is from left to right. The problem consists of boundary-layer 
flow over a flat plate. The x axis is aligned with the flow direction and the y axis is normal to the plate. An isolated rough-
ness element constructed from hyperbolic tangent curves is located on the flat plate. The roughness height to undisturbed 
boundary-layer thickness ratio (k/δ) is 0.547. The equation for the roughness geometry is

h(x) = k [
tanh

(
Sr (x + Lr)

) − tanh
(

Sr (x − Lr)
)]

(17)

2
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Fig. 7. Pressure, temperature, and Mach number profiles for circular Couette flow. Solution computed on 200 × 200 grid. Computed Solution ; Exact 
Solution .

where Sr = 20 and Lr = 0.2. The freestream conditions for the flow are summarized in Table 4 where Re∞ =
ρ∞u∞Lref /μ∞ .

The leading edge of the flat plate is not included in the simulation. Instead, a compressible similarity solution is imposed 
at the inlet of the numerical domain and held fixed with time. The outlet of the domain is mostly supersonic so the 
conservative variables are extrapolated from the interior of the domain. At the top of the domain, the u velocity component 
and temperature are set to their freestream values while the derivative of the v velocity component and pressure with 
respect to y was set to zero. In addition, a sponge layer [36] is used at the top of the domain to prevent any flow structures 
created by the roughness from reflecting back into the domain. The flat plate and the roughness are no-slip adiabatic walls.

The grids in the vicinity of the roughness element for the body-fitted and cut-stencil method are shown in Fig. 13. 
The grids use 800 points in the x direction and 400 points in the y direction. The grids were generated by the following 
equations:

x = (xc − xin)

(
1 + sinh(a1)

sinh(a2)

)
+ xin, (18)

y = (
H − B(x)

) sinh(Sηη)

sinh(Sη)
+ B(x). (19)
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Fig. 8. Error in the conservative variables versus grid spacing for circular Couette flow. The number next to each line segment is the order of convergence 
computed using the line segment end points. L∞ error ; L1 error ; L2 error .

Fig. 9. Density contour for propagating density wave problem. First refinement zone edge ; Second refinement zone edge .

Where

a1 = Sξ ξ − 1
2 log

(
b+
b−

)
,

a2 = 1
2 log

(
b+

)
, (20)
b−
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Fig. 10. Error in density for propagating density wave problem with different grid spacing. The number next to each line segment is the order of convergence 
computed using the line segment end points. L∞ error ; L1 error ; L2 error .

Table 4
Flow conditions for hyperbolic tangent roughness simulation.

Freestream Mach number M∞ 4.8
Freestream velocity u∞ 720 m/s
Freestream pressure p∞ 239.426 Pa
Freestream temperature T∞ 55.4 K
Freestream density ρ∞ 1.51 × 10−2 kg/m3

Freestream Reynolds number Re∞ 105

Reference length Lref 3.365 × 10−2 m
Roughness height k 0.1Lref

Ratio of roughness height to boundary-layer thickness k/δ 0.547

b± = 1 + (
exp(±Sξ ) − 1

) xc − xin

xout − xin
.

ξ and η are the computational domain variables and vary from 0 to 1. xin and xout are the x locations of the domain inlet 
and outlet, respectively. xc is the center of the clustering in the x direction. H is the domain height. B(x) is the function that 
defines the shape of the bottom edge of the domain. For the body-fitted grid, B(x) is equal to the function governing the 
roughness geometry, h(x). For the cut-stencil method and the immersed boundary method, B(x) is simply zero. Sξ and Sη

control the amount of clustering in the x and y directions, respectively. The grids were generated with Sξ = 10, Sη = 3.6, 
and xc/δ = 0.0. The numerical domain starts at x/δ = −50.0 and ends at x/δ = 83.0. The top of the domain is located at 
y/δ = 8.62. The grid used for the immersed boundary method is the same as the cut-stencil method grid except 600 points 
are used in the y direction.

Fig. 14 shows contour plots of pressure, density, and v velocity in the vicinity of the roughness element for the three 
methods. The results from the body-fitted grid and the cut-stencil method match exactly. Both results were confirmed to 
be grid converged by increasing the grids points in the x direction to 1200 and the points in the y direction to 600. There 
were no visible changes in the results. The results from the immersed boundary method appear similar to the body-fitted 
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Fig. 11. Error in density for propagating density wave problem with different time step size. The number next to each line segment is the order of 
convergence computed using the line segment end points. L∞ error ; L1 error ; L2 error .

Fig. 12. Diagram for boundary-layer flow over two-dimensional hyperbolic tangent roughness. Numerical domain edge shown as .

results away from the roughness but there are significant differences near the roughness. The immersed boundary method 
results were not checked for grid convergence due to the method’s low spatial convergence rate.

Fig. 15 shows u velocity and pressure profiles at various x/δ locations for the three methods. The profiles are at the 
upstream curved portion of the roughness (x/δ = −1.0), the center of the roughness (x/δ = 0.0), and the downstream curved 
portion of the roughness (x/δ = 1.0). Just as with the contours, the profiles for the body-fitted grid and cut-stencil method 
match. There are noticeable differences between the body-fitted and immersed boundary method, which are greatest near 
the roughness.

Despite the immersed boundary simulation being performed on a slightly denser grid, the cut-stencil method was able 
to reproduce the body-fitted results while the immersed boundary results still showed significant differences. It may be 
possible to improve the immersed boundary results. There are many slight variations of the immersed boundary method 
but only one was tested here. However, all the variations will use a δ function to apply the forcing. This will always extend 
the influence of the body force away from the wall. The cut-stencil method does not suffer from this since the boundary 
conditions are applied only at the boundary.
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Fig. 13. Grids in vicinity of the two-dimensional hyperbolic tangent roughness element. Only every fourth point in both directions shown.

Table 5
Flow conditions for subsonic flow over a cylinder.

Freestream Mach number M∞ 0.2
Freestream velocity u∞ 31.0 m/s
Freestream pressure p∞ 400.0 Pa
Freestream temperature T∞ 60.0 K
Freestream density ρ∞ 2.32 × 10−2 kg/m3

Reynolds number ReD 150

5. Results

5.1. Subsonic flow over a cylinder

The first set of results being presented is for Mach 0.2 flow over a cylinder. The purpose of this simulation was to test the 
cut-stencil and multi-zone refinement methods on an unsteady problem. Since the multi-zone method requires interpolation 
in time, it was important to test the method on an unsteady problem. Although we solve the compressible Navier–Stokes 
equations, this incompressible problem was selected due to its widely known solution. The Reynolds number for the flow 
based on the cylinder diameter (D) is 150. This places the solution in the periodic vortex shedding regime. The freestream 
conditions are provided in Table 5.

Fig. 16 shows the grid used in the simulation. The red grid is the coarse grid, which covers the entire domain. The 
grid is uniformly spaced in both directions. The coarse grid has 300 grid points in the x direction and 150 grid points in 
the y direction. The first refinement zone is shown in green and the second in blue. Each refinement zone increases the 
resolution by a factor of three. The figure only shows a portion of the domain near the cylinder. In the x direction, the 
domain starts at x/D = −5 and ends at x/D = 15. The domain has a length of 10D in the y direction and is centered at 
y/D = 0. Non-reflective boundary conditions [37] are used along all edges of the domain. A sponge layer [36] was also used 
at the inlet with the freestream conditions used as the target. This ensured that the non-reflective inlet did not deviate from 
the desired freestream conditions. The cylinder has no-slip adiabatic walls.

Fig. 17a shows contours of vorticity for the flow after reaching a periodic state. The results show that the vortices are 
able to pass across the refinement zone boundaries unimpeded. Fig. 17a also shows the location of four probes placed in 
the flow. Once the solution reached a periodic state, the pressure at each probe location was recorded as a function of time. 
The dominant frequency of the pressure history was computed using a fast Fourier transform (FFT). The results of the FFT 
are shown in Fig. 17b. The different line colors correspond to the same colored probe in Fig. 17a. Fig. 17b shows that all 
the probes measured the same dominant frequency. This suggests that the multi-zone refinement did not have a noticeable 
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Fig. 14. Contours in vicinity of the two-dimensional hyperbolic tangent roughness element. Immersed boundary method ; Cut-stencil method ; 
Body-fitted grid .

negative effect on the solution. The first peak measured by all the probes is at a Strouhal number of 0.185. The remaining 
peaks are harmonics of the first.

Fig. 18 is a plot taken from the cylinder wake review paper by Williamson [38]. The plot shows the Strouhal number 
versus Reynolds number for the current problem. The data comes from a number of different experiments. The Strouhal 
number from the current simulation was added to the plot. The current results agree very well with the experimental data. 
These results suggest that the cut-stencil method and the multi-zone refinement are working correctly.

5.2. Hyperbolic tangent roughness

The second set of results is for Mach 4.8 boundary-layer flow over a three-dimensional isolated roughness element 
constructed from hyperbolic tangent curves. The purpose of this simulation was to test the code on a problem closer to 
the problem of interest, hypersonic flow over an isolated roughness element. This simulation is a three-dimensional version 
of the case used to compare the cut-stencil and immersed boundary methods in Section 4. The x and y axis are still in 
the flow direction and normal to the wall, respectively. The z axis is in the spanwise direction. The roughness height to 
undisturbed boundary-layer thickness ratio (k/δ) is still 0.547. The equation for the three-dimensional roughness geometry 
is

h(x, z) = k

4
hx(x)hz(z) (21)

where
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Fig. 15. Streamwise velocity and pressure profiles for two-dimensional hyperbolic tangent roughness element. Roughness element shown in gray. Immersed 
boundary method ; Cut-stencil method ; Body-fitted grid .

hx(x) = tanh
(

Sr (x + Lr)
) − tanh

(
Sr (x − Lr)

)
, (22)

hz(z) = tanh
(

Sr (z + Lr)
) − tanh

(
Sr (z − Lr)

)
. (23)

The same values for Sr and Lr are used here (Sr = 20, Lr = 0.2). The same freestream conditions are used in this simulation 
and are summarized in Table 4.
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Fig. 16. Grid in vicinity of cylinder. Points inside the cylinder are not shown. Coarse grid shown in red. First refinement zone with three times the 
resolution shown in green. Second refinement zone with an additional three times increase in resolution shown in blue. Only every second point shown in 
both directions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 17. Results from subsonic flow over a cylinder.

The boundary conditions used in this simulation are similar to the ones used in Section 4. A compressible similarity 
solution is imposed at the inlet of the numerical domain and held fixed with time. At the outlet, the conservative variables 
are extrapolated from the interior of the domain. At the top of the domain, the u velocity component and temperature are 
set to their freestream values while the derivative of the v velocity component, w velocity component, and pressure with 
respect to y was set to zero. The same sponge layer is also used. The flat plate and the roughness are no-slip adiabatic 
walls. Symmetry boundary conditions are used at both edges on the domain in the z direction.
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Fig. 18. Strouhal number versus Reynolds number for incompressible flow over a cylinder. Taken from Williamson [38]. Results from current simulation 
shown as .

Fig. 19. Grid in the vicinity of the three-dimensional hyperbolic tangent roughness element used in multi-zone cut-stencil simulation. Grid points inside the 
roughness were removed. Coarse grid shown in red. Refinement zone with three times the resolution shown in blue. (For interpretation of the references 
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

The grid in the vicinity of the roughness is shown in Fig. 19. The coarse grid has 120 points in the x direction, 80 
points in the y direction, and 80 points in the z direction. The grids are clustered near the roughness element in the x
direction and near the wall in the y direction. The grid is uniformly spaced in the z direction. The grid was generated 
using Equations (18) and (19) for the x and y coordinates, respectively, with Sξ = 10, Sη = 3.4, and xc/δ = 0.0. Only the 
domain around the roughness element is shown in the figure. The full numerical domain starts at x/δ = −24.0 and ends at 
x/δ = 72.0. The top of the domain is located at y/δ = 8.61 and the domain half width is W /δ = 3.82. A single refinement 
zone was used in the simulation, which increased the resolution by a factor of three.

The simulation was also performed on a body-fitted grid for comparison. The body-fitted grid in the vicinity of the 
roughness is shown in Fig. 20. The grid has 400 points in the x direction, 200 points in the y direction, and 200 points in 
the z direction. The x and y point distribution is given by Equations (18) and (19) with Sξ = 10.0, Sη = 3.6, and xc/δ = 0.0. 
In Equation (19), B(x) is now a function of x and z and is equal to h(x, z). The z distribution is given by

z = W
sinh

(
Sζ (2k/K L − 1)

)
sinh

(
S

) , k = 1, . . . , K L (24)

ζ
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Fig. 20. Body-fitted grid in the vicinity of the three-dimensional hyperbolic tangent roughness element.

Table 6
Comparison of runtime for different grid methods. Times are non-dimensionalized by body-
fitted grid results.

Body-fitted grid Cut-stencil method with single grid Multi-zone cut-stencil method

1.0 0.82 0.38

Table 7
Freestream conditions for flow over the Ubuntu logo.

Mach number M∞ 3.0
Velocity u∞ 601.4 m/s
Pressure p∞ 400.0 Pa
Temperature T∞ 100.0 K
Reynolds number ReD 5000

where K L is the total number of grid points in the z direction and Sζ = 2.0. The extents of the domain are the same as the 
multi-zone cut-stencil grid.

The results from the body-fitted grid were compared to results presented by Marxen and Iaccarino [34]. The results 
matched very well with Marxen and Iaccarino’s results and are assumed to be correct. Contours of pressure, u velocity, and 
v velocity near the roughness at the z/δ = 0 plane are shown in Fig. 21. The results from the two methods agree very 
well. Only small differences between the body-fitted results and the multi-zone cut-stencil results are visible. Neither set of 
results were confirmed to be grid converged. Increasing the grid resolution may remove the differences. The results suggest 
that the code is working properly and can simulate high-speed flow over isolated roughness elements.

Table 6 shows a comparison of the runtime for the body-fitted simulation and the multi-zone cut-stencil simulation. Also 
included in the table is the runtime for a simulation performed on a single grid with the cut-stencil method. The grid for 
this simulation has the same number of grid points as the body-fitted grid and was generated using the same equations and 
constants. Just using the cut-stencil method reduced the runtime of the simulation by 18%. When the multi-zone method 
was also used, a 62% reduction in runtime compare to the single body-fitted grid method was observed.

5.3. Supersonic flow over the Ubuntu logo

The test cases presented so far contained rather simple geometries. To test the method on a more complex geometry, 
supersonic flow over the logo of the Ubuntu Linux distribution [39] was simulated. The Ubuntu logo is shown in Fig. 22. 
The freestream flow was set to Mach 3 with a Reynolds number based on the outer diameter of the logo’s ring (D) of 5000. 
The freestream conditions are given in Table 7.
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Fig. 21. Contours in vicinity of three-dimensional hyperbolic tangent roughness element at z/δ = 0 plane. Multi-zone cut-stencil simulation ; Refine-
ment zone edge ; Body-fitted simulation .

Fig. 22. Logo for the Ubuntu Linux distribution [39].

Fig. 23a shows the grid used for the simulation. The simulation used a coarse grid and two refinement zones. Both 
refinement zones increase the resolution by a factor of three. The coarse grid has 300 points in the x direction and 150 
points in the y direction. The figure only shows the grid near the logo. The coarse grid has a total length of 40D and is 
centered about the logo. The coarse grid has a height of 20D and is also centered about the logo. Fig. 23b shows the grid 
near the upstream circle of the logo. The grid was generated by the following equations:

x = L (
Aξ + |2ξ − 1|Pξ

(
Bξ − Aξ

))
, (25)
2
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Table 8
Grid constants for flow over the Ubuntu logo.

�ξ �η Sξ Sη Pξ Pη

0.195 0.195 5.0 5.0 4 4

y = H

2

(
Aη + |2η − 1|Pη

(
Bη − Aη

))
, (26)

where

Aξ = �ξ (2ξ − 1), (27)

Aη = �η(2η − 1), (28)

Bξ = sinh
(

Sξ (2ξ − 1)
)

sinh
(

Sξ

) , (29)

Bη = sinh
(

Sη(2η − 1)
)

sinh
(

Sη

) . (30)

ξ and η are the computational domain variables and vary from 0 to 1. L and H are the total length and height of the 
domain, respectively. The remaining constants are used to control the grid point clustering and the values are provided in 
Table 8.

Since the flow is supersonic, the freestream conditions are imposed at the inlet of the domain and held constant with 
time. The outlet is supersonic so the conservative variables are extrapolated from the interior of the domain. At the top and 
bottom of the domain, the u velocity component and temperature are set to their freestream values while the derivative 
of the v velocity component and pressure with respect to y was set to zero. Sponge layers [36] are placed at the top and 
bottom of the domain to prevent any shocks from reflecting back into the domain. The logo has no-slip adiabatic walls.

Contours of vorticity and Mach number are shown in Fig. 24. The dominant features of the flow are the bow shock 
created upstream of the logo and the unsteady wake. The results shown in the figure have reached a periodic state. The 
figure also demonstrates one of the weaknesses of the current multi-zone refinement method. As the shock passes across 
a refinement zone boundary, the thickness of the shock increases abruptly. A weak reflected shock can sometimes also 
be propagated back into the refinement zone. The difference in the shock width and the strength of the reflected shock 
appears to be proportional to the strength of the shock. In addition, spurious vorticity can be created as the shock crosses 
the refinement boundary. This is visible in the vorticity contours as the shock passes from the second to the first refinement 
zone. Generally this is not an issue since the spurious vorticity will be much smaller in magnitude than the physical vorticity 
generated in the problem. Fig. 25 shows contours of vorticity and Mach number in the vicinity of the logo. Fig. 26 shows 
the streamlines near the logo. Although there are no results to compare with for this flow, the results appear reasonable. 
This suggests the code is capable of handing complex geometries.

5.4. Cylindrical roughness element

The final set of results being presented is for supersonic flow over a cylindrical roughness element. This simulation is 
based on experiments performed in the Boeing/AFOSR Mach 6 quiet wind tunnel at Purdue University. The wind tunnel is 
a Ludwieg tube capable of generating quiet Mach 6 flow and is maintained by Professor Steven Schneider [40]. Wheaton 
and Schneider [41] have recently measured a 21 kHz instability in Pitot probe and hot-wire measurements for Mach 6 flow 
over a cylindrical roughness element with a roughness height to boundary-layer thickness ratio (k/δ) of 1.10 and a diameter 
to boundary-layer thickness ratio (D/δ) of 0.647. The roughness Reynolds number (Rek = ρuk/μ) was 57,600. This flow has 
been simulated by Bartkowicz et al. [42] and Wheaton et al. [43]. The goal of the current simulation is to reproduce these 
results. Due to difficulties in simulating the entire wind tunnel, the tunnel geometry was modeled as a flat plate. Although 
the geometry has changed, the same flow conditions as the Purdue wind tunnel have been used. The flow conditions used 
in the simulation come from Wheaton and Schneider and are given in Table 9.

The setup for this simulation is very similar to the hyperbolic tangent roughness simulations. The domain starts at 
x/δ = −20 and ends at x/δ = 25. The top of the domain is located at y/δ = 5 and the domain half width is W /δ = 7.5. 
The same boundary conditions and sponge layer as the three-dimensional hyperbolic tangent roughness are used in this 
simulation except the flat plate and roughness are now isothermal. A coarse grid and two refinement zones were used 
for this simulation. The grid in the vicinity of the roughness is shown in Fig. 27. The coarse grid has 200 points in the 
x direction, 140 points in the y direction, and 121 points in the z direction. The grid is clustered near the front of the 
roughness in the x direction, near the top of the roughness in the y direction, and near the center of the roughness in the 
z direction. The grid was generated with the following equations:

x = (xc − xin)

(
1 + sinh(a1)

)
+ xin, (31)
sinh(a2)
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Fig. 23. Grid for flow over the Ubuntu logo. Points inside the logo are not shown. Coarse grid shown in red. First refinement zone with three times the 
resolution shown in green. Second refinement zone with an additional three times increase in resolution shown in blue. (For interpretation of the references 
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 9
Flow conditions for cylindrical roughness simulation.

Freestream Mach number M∞ 5.93
Freestream velocity u∞ 873 m/s
Freestream pressure p∞ 0.37 kPa
Freestream temperature T∞ 53.9 K
Stagnation pressure p0 551.58 kPa
Stagnation temperature T0 433 K
Wall temperature T wall 298.2 K
Freestream unit Reynolds number Re∞ 5.94 × 106 m−1

Undisturbed boundary-layer thickness δ 9.23 mm
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Fig. 24. Vorticity and Mach number contours for flow over the Ubuntu logo. First refinement zone edge . Second refinement zone edge .

y = H
(

Aη + |η|Pη
(

Bη − Aη

))
, (32)

z = W
sinh

(
Sζ (2ζ − 1)

)
sinh

(
Sζ

) , (33)

where

Aη = �ηη, (34)

Bη = sinh
(

Sηη
)

sinh
(

Sη

) , (35)

a1 = Sξ ξ − 1
2 log

(
b+
b−

)
, (36)

a2 = 1
2 log

(
b+
b−

)
, (37)

b± = 1 + (
exp(±Sξ ) − 1

) xc − xin

xout − xin
. (38)
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Fig. 25. Vorticity and Mach number contours near the Ubuntu logo. Second refinement zone edge .

Table 10
Grid constants for cylindrical roughness.

Sξ Sη Sζ �η Pη

9.2 4.099 3.5 0.71 1.07136061

The value for the constants used in the expressions are given in Table 10.
Fig. 28 shows an isosurface of the Q-criterion. The surface is colored by the streamwise velocity. The flow field has 

become unsteady, however it has not reached a statistically stationary state. The flow downstream of the roughness element 
is still changing significantly with time. Since the entire flow field has not reached a statistically stationary state, a frequency 
analysis of the instability has not been performed. However, the flow near the roughness element is no longer undergoing 
large scale changes. This allows preliminary results to be compared with published work from other researchers.

Fig. 29 shows a comparison of the streamlines in front of the roughness element for the current simulation and a 
simulation performed at similar conditions by Wheaton et al. [43]. The vortical structures from the two simulations seem 
to match very well. Fig. 30 shows the surface streamlines and wall pressure for the current simulation and a simulation 
performed by Bartkowicz et al. [42]. The streamlines show the separation and re-attachment lines created by the vortices 
shown in Fig. 29. Upstream of the roughness, the results in Fig. 30 appear very similar. To the sides and downstream of the 
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Fig. 26. Streamlines near the Ubuntu logo. Second refinement zone edge .

Fig. 27. Grid in the vicinity of the three-dimensional cylindrical roughness element. Points inside the roughness element are not shown. Coarse grid shown 
in red. First refinement zone with three times the resolution shown in green. Second refinement zone with an additional three times increase in resolution 
shown in blue. Only every second point shown in all directions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 28. Isosurface of Q-criterion for flow over cylindrical roughness. Surface for Q δ2/u2∞ = 0.2 shown. Colored by u/u∞ with 15 levels from −0.5 to 0.9.

Fig. 29. Comparison of streamlines in z/δ = 0 plane for flow over cylindrical roughness.

roughness, the streamlines begin to show differences. This may be due to transient effects from the initial condition for the 
current simulation.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a high-order cut-stencil method for simulating high-speed flows over arbitrary geometries. 
Simulations were carried out on Cartesian grids with the geometries imposed by the cut-stencil method based on the work 
of Duan et al. [28]. A different treatment of the pressure and temperature boundary conditions was utilized. The modifica-
tion addressed an instability observed in the original formulation when simulating flow over taller roughness elements. In 
addition, the method was reformulated in conservative form. A multi-zone refinement method was also utilized to provide 
extra control over the placement of grid points. The cut-stencil method was confirmed to provide globally fourth-order con-
vergence when combined with the fifth-order hybrid WENO interior scheme. It was also shown that the multi-zone method 
does not reduce the order of the interior scheme. The combination of the cut-stencil and multi-zone refinement methods 
should result in a globally fourth-order scheme.

A simulation of Mach 4.8 flow over a two-dimensional hyperbolic tangent roughness was used to compare the cut-stencil 
method to the immersed boundary method. Away from the roughness element, the results from both methods matched 
well with results from a simulation on a body-fitted grid. Near the roughness, however, there were significant differences 
between the immersed boundary results and the body-fitted results. The cut-stencil results matched the body-fitted results 
all the way to the roughness wall, demonstrating the advantage of the cut-stencil method in terms of accuracy.
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Fig. 30. Comparison of surface streamlines and pressure contours for flow over cylindrical roughness.

Results were presented for applying the new method to the numerical simulation of subsonic flow over a cylinder and 
supersonic flow over a hyperbolic tangent roughness. Both simulations compared well with previous results published by 
other researchers. For the hyperbolic tangent roughness, a 62% reduction in the runtime compared to a simulation performed 
on a single body-fitted grid was observed. To demonstrate the method’s capability to handle complex geometries, Mach 3 
flow over the logo of the Ubuntu Linux distribution was simulated. There are no other published results to compare with, but 
the current results appear reasonable. Preliminary results for Mach 6 flow over a cylindrical roughness element were also 
presented. The flow near the roughness qualitatively compared very well with results from similar simulations performed 
by Bartkowicz et al. [42] and Wheaton et al. [43].

The results presented here have demonstrated the method’s ability to handle flows over complex geometries and that it 
is a promising high-order tool for the study of roughness-induced transition in hypersonic boundary layers. The method’s 
properties also make it well suited for related problems, such as high-speed turbulent flows over rough walls and for 
aerodynamic sound generation from complex bodies. Work is currently underway on applying the method to such problems.
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